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Vector  tile cache connecting effective 
spatial  communication  and  geospatial  AI
by Sharon  Chawanji

The principle goal of this thesis is to 
examine the possibility of using cached 
vector tiles as a geospatial framework in 
the Table Joining service (TJS): for com-
municating spatial information. TJS is an 
OGC Web Service that define how tabular 
data can be integrated with a geographic 
framework [1].

Background
Linked open data (LOD) has explored 
globally. Datasets such as social media 
data and open government data are being 
published as LOD. By applying Geospatial 
AI, concealed knowledge can be extracted 
from LOD and visualised on maps. LOD 
can be accessed via SPARQL endpoints; 
afterwards it can be converted to man-
ageable data formats like CSV. Often the 
data is embedded with geographic iden-
tifiers (e.g. area codes)  which can be 
linked to geographic features packaged in 
vector tiles. TJS is used to integrate the 
CSV data with vector tiles, thus creating 
thematic maps that can be visualized on 
web GIS applications [2]. Vector tiles can 
be cached easily, and they are considered 
the most efficient and optimum format of 
delivering geospatial information on the 
Web [3].  However, the use of vector tile 
caches in TJS has not well understood.

Research Objectives
1. Examine the possibility of using vector 

tile caches as a geospatial framework 
for TJS.

2. Develop a TJS API prototype that can  
join cached vector tiles with attribute 
data.

3. Develop a web map application for 
displaying results of vector tiles joined 
with attribute data using the TJS API. 

Methods
To provide a proof of concept a prototype 
is built based on a three-layer software 
architecture (see Fig.1). The three layers 
are: data layer, application layer and client 
layer. 

Prototype implementation
TJS API is implemented in the application 
layer. The API provides an interface to join 
attribute data in CSV format with cached 
vector tiles encoded in GeoJSON format.
The CSV and GeoJSON are converted into 

dataframes; so that they can be joined based on common framework keys/geographic iden-
tifiers (GID). The joined dataframe is converted back to GeoJSON vector tiles. An OpenLay-
ers  (OL) web application, in the client layer, renders and styles the vector tiles from the TJS 
API (see Fig.2).

Discussion and conclusion
The prerequisite of TJS are attribute data, framework data and GIDs. GIDs are important for 
the successful merging of  attribute data with the vector tiles. In this research standardised 
ISO 3166-1 numeric codes were used as GIDs. It was crucial for all geographic features in 
the vector tiles to contain unique GIDs. In the joining operation, unmatched records were 
discarded which disrupted the rendering of vector tiles on the OL web application. The solu-
tion was to make sure there were corresponding records of GIDs in attribute data even for 
no data values.

The software architecture used enables geospatial data and attribute data to be managed 
autonomously. The TJS API provided a RESTful interface for joining the datasets together.

The study proves that it is possible to use cached vector tiles as a geospatial framework for 
TJS.
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Link to tjs api  prototype

 https://github.com/schawanji/TJS-Server
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Fig.2. Table Joining Service API  joining operation using Python modules.
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Fig.1. Three-layer software architecture.


